Senior Transportation Analyst III
Location: US - Pennsylvania - Pittsburgh

Job Description
Position Summary:
This position supports the CCG North American Transportation Team in terms of transportation data
management, analysis, reporting, and presentation of analytical results and also provides indirect analytic
support for greater Supply-Chain functions including Supply-Chain Finance. The Sr. Analyst III position is
responsible for maintaining the integrity, accuracy, and timeliness of current performance metrics reporting on
cost, quality and service, and requires a passion for challenging the status quo and “Raising the Bar” on
analytic outcomes through continuous process improvement and automation. The successful candidate will
proactively provide leadership with data driven conclusions, recommendations and next analytical steps in
support of operational and cost performance improvement.
Key Responsibilities:
 Prepare and Report monthly financial and operational Metrics, KPIs, Carrier Scorecards, and “Bowlers”.
 Improve and Automate Current Metrics. Develop new metrics.
 Measure and Report monthly financial variances to AOP. Prepare monthly analysis providing insights and
explanations for plan variances. (Cost, Service and Quality)
 Measure and Report compliance with transportation policy. Report the cost of non-compliance.
 Prepare and present Analytics and cost studies in support of carrier negotiations and rate proposals.
 Prepare Cost/Benefit analysis for operational Re-Engineering projects.
 Analytic liaison between transportation operations and transportation finance supporting. Monthly
operational variance analysis, accrual support, spend characteristics, etc.
 Perform Transportation and Supply-Chain network optimization studies.
 EDI support for shipment level detail from our common carrier to our data warehouses
 Participation in interdepartmental process improvement teams (PPI)
 Prepare analysis as required to ensure carrier contract compliance.
 Primary Liaison with Transportation Finance. (Monthly financial results, reporting, variance analysis, etc.)
 Work with the third party freight payment company
 Accountable for Process improvement annual savings of at least $200,000.
Minimum Requirements/Qualifications:
 Four years relevant work experience in transportation or related supply-chain discipline
 Finance or Accounting experience highly preferred.
 Experience with SQL server or similar.
 Oracle, Cognos, Microsoft BI, and/or SharePoint, a plus.
Non-Negotiable Hiring Criteria: Excel, Access, data warehouse familiarity.
 Bachelor’s degree or greater in business-related discipline required (logistics, quantitative business
analysis, management information systems, Accounting/Finance, or related field of study).
 Verifiable work experience in analytics and data mining. Demonstrated advanced analytical and problem
solving abilities.
 Demonstrated ability to independently take ownership of initiatives and drive execution.
 Sense of urgency and priority.
 Excellent interpersonal communication skills.
 The ability to make and communicate one’s assumptions; identify trends, incorporate external and internal
information, draw conclusions from ambiguous data, and effectively benchmark results against
appropriate baselines
Please send resumes to: Tony Horne / th@herringgroup.net

